In order to obtain a restrictionless form of a string grammar of English, we take as a point of departure the grammar used by the computer program for string decomposition of sentences, developed at the University of Pennsylvania [2, 3] . This gran~nar is somewhat more detailed than the sketch of an English string grammar in Ill. A summary of the form of the computer grammar is presented below in section 2. In section 3 we show how the restrictions can be eliminated from the gran~nar. As it is defined here, Y can also be used to represent the wh-clauses in the right adjuncts of the noun: With the elimination of the restrictions, the computer grammar will again have the form of a BNF definition.
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Elimination of the Restrictions
The restrictionless string grammar is obtained from the grammar together in the same linguistic string, and any iterable sequence between A and B is an adjunct of that string. Iterable sequences of the type seemed to begin to in It seemed to be~in to surprise him that we worked seriously , or is said to be known to in It is said to be known to surprise him that we worked seriuusly are analyzed as adjuncts.
If we place such sequences among the left adjuncts of the verb, £v ' then the sentences above can be put in the form (9) It~_£ v surprise him that we worked seriously ~v = seemed to begin to ; is said to be known to ; etc.
However, when the adjunct ~v takes on the value zero (as can all adjuncts, by definition), then (9) above becomes the non-grammatical sequence It surprise him that we worked seriously. This happens because the first verb of ~v (seemed or is__) carries the tense morpheme, and the latter disappears when ~ = O. We separate the tense morpheme from the verb, and V place it in the center string as one of the required elements. (c) A new element corresponding to the/adjunct set must be defined in which the adjuncts appear correctly ordered with respect to each other, and each one must be able to take on the value zero.
This procedure for eliminating restrictions is also the algorithm for introducing further grammatical refinements into the restrictionless grammar. 
